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We have the pleasure to present to you the 26th edition of the EURAXESS
Links Brazil Newsletter for June 2015.
This month, our “EU Insight” section focuses on the “Scientific Advice
Mechanism”, which was announced by the Eurpean Commission President
Juncker last month.
Under EURAXESS Links activities, we inform about the submission process
for the EURAXESS Science Slam Brazil 2015, which will remain open until
15 September 2015. Researchers (including masters students) of all
nationalities and research fields currently based in Brazil can apply.
As usual, in our “News and Developments” section, we report on several
relevant developments in the EU and Brazil, as well as on cooperation
activities between Brazil, the EU and its Member States.
You will also find a broad selection of grants & fellowships funded by the
European Commission, EU Member States or Brazilian authorities.
This newsletter is intended for you, dear readers. Therefore, we would be
pleased to publish information related to EU-Brazil developments, events or
funding opportunities that you would like to share with other readers. Please do
not hesitate to send your suggestions, comments and feedback to
brazil@euraxess.net.
We wish you a pleasant reading!
The EURAXESS Links Brazil Team
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1 EU Insight – The new Scientific
Advice Mechanism (SAM)
How should independent scientific advice be institutionalised in the European
Commission (EC) after the mandate of the EC Chief Scientific Advisor (CAS)
came to an end in November 2014? For several months, the EC searched for
ways to answer that question, studying the various science advisory models
1
around the globe and the “particular needs and culture of the commission”.
Finally, in mid-May 2015, EC President Jean-Claude Juncker endorsed a new
instrument for high quality, timely, independent scientific advice: the so-called
Scientific Advice Mechanism (SAM) recommended by Commissioner Carlos
Moedas, responsible for Science, Research and Innovation within the college of
commissioners.
Scientific Advice across all policy areas
Key criteria of the new mechanism are independence of institutional or
political interests, bringing together evidence and insights from different
disciplines and approaches, and transparency.”² For specific policy areas,
the EC already has access to extensive scientific advice through 1) the Joint
Research Centre (JRC) providing in-house scientific support, 2) external
experts (groups, contracted studies, and standing, independent advisory
committees), and 3) Horizon 2020 financed research projects in support of EU
policies (societal challenges). However, the new mechanism is envisioned to
provide timely, independent, high level scientific advice to meet needs across
all policy areas.³
The Scientific Advice Mechanism’s features
Figure 1.1: SAM’s two main
features are: (1) a structured
relationship with scientific
advisory bodies in Member
States
(e.g.
national
academies) – to benefit from
the wealth of knowledge and
expertise; (2) a High-Level
Group of eminent scientists
supported from within DG
RTD – to improve the
interaction
with
scientific
community, and to ensure
independence,
scientific
integrity, and transparency.
The high-level group and the
Commission services (incl.
JRC) provide scientific advise
to the EC president and the
college of commissioners.

This future mechanism will draw on the wide range of scientific expertise in
Europe through a close relationship with national academies and other
4
bodies, coordinated by a High-Level Group of Independent Scientists.

Source: “A new mechanism for independent scientific advice in the European
Commission.”
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The group will consist of seven members, who can come from anywhere in the
world, and who will receive operational support from within the DirectorateGeneral for Research and Innovation (DG-RTD) in the form of a 20 to 25
person-strong secretariat. Commissioner Moedas’ role will be that of a
“intermediary” between the future high-level panel and the EC president as well
5
as the EC commissioners.
Implementation timeline
In the coming months, Commissioner Moedas’s task will be to implement this
new arrangement involving other Commissioners and making the most of
effective cooperation between Commission services. The figure below is taken
6
from the NCP Brussels website , indicating the envisioned timeline for the setup of the Scientific Advisory Mechanism until autumn 2015.

Figure 1.2: Timeline for the
set-up of the Scientific
Advisory Mechanism: May to
December 2015.

Source: NCP Brussels.

According to Science, “The advisory panel's members will be recruited by a[n]
[…] ‘identification committee,’ through a process modeled after the European
7
Research Council's search for scientific council members”.
A budget of up to EUR 6 million of EU funding is envisioned to support the
Scientific Adivse Mechanism, but this has yet to be confirmed.
The mechanism will be in place by autumn 2015.

Sources and further information
1

Alison Abbott. “European Commission unveils long-awaited science advice
plans”. Nature. 13 May 2015. http://www.nature.com/news/europeancommission-unveils-long-awaited-science-advice-plans-1.17557 . Accessed 23
June 2015.
2

“President Juncker welcomes world-leading scientists, discusses role of
science in competitiveness and announces new mechanism for scientific
advice”. European Commission. Press release. 13 May 2015.
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-4970_en.htm?locale=en . Accessed
22 June 2015. [European Commission, 2015a]
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³ “A new mechanism for independent scientific advice in the European
Commission.” European Commission. http://europa.eu/rapid/attachment/IP-154970/en/Science%20Advice%20Mechanism.pdf. Accessed 22 June 2015
[European Commission, 2015b].
4

European Commission, 2015a.

5

Rabesandratana, Tania. “Updated: European Commission to appoint seven to
new high-level science advice panel”, Science, 13 May 2015.
http://news.sciencemag.org/europe/2015/05/breaking-european-commissioncreate-new-high-level-science-advice-panel. Accessed 22 June 2015.
6

The Scientific Advise Mechanism. NCP Brussels. News. 11 June 2015.
http://www.ncpbrussels.be/tools-and-information/news/236-the-scientific-advicemechanism. Accessed 23 June 2015.
7

Rabesandratana, 2015.
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2 EURAXESS Links Brazil activities
In a nutshell:
Competition
terms
conditions here.

and

2.1 Few days left to join the video competition My
research on climate and sustainable development in
180 seconds

Application form is available
here.
Contact:
scac-stu.brasiliaamba@diplomatie.gouv.fr

Get inspired!

Do you have what it takes to present your research on climate and
sustainable development in 180 seconds? In a clear, original and convincing
manner?
Take up the challenge and join the video competition organised under the
Caravane du Climat.

Watch
the
“Tall
Grass
Biomass for Biogras” music
video by Kurtis Baute, about
his
MSc
thesis,
on
environmental science at the
University of Guelph, Canada.
This video was submitted for
the EURAXESS Science
Slam
North
America
competition, which Kurtis won
in 2014.

Win a trip to Paris during the weeks preceding the COP21, a research
expedition in Amazonia or a trip on a research vessel amongst others!
Submissions are open until 15 July. The finals will be held in Rio de
Janeiro on 23 September 2015. Finalist’s costs will be covered by the
organiser.
The competition is co-organised in the lead-up to the 21st Climate Conference –
COP21 to be held in Paris on 7-8 December 2015, by EURAXESS Links Brazil,
Ambassade de France, Institut français, CNRS, IRD, CIRAD and CliMates.
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2.2 EURAXESS Science Slam 2015 – Slam your way to
Europe!

WHAT?
To get inspiration, watch
our new trailer here.

« A science slam is a scientific talk where scientists present their own scientific
research work in a given time frame - usually 10 minutes or less - in front of a
non-expert audience. The focus lies on teaching current science to a diverse
audience in an entertaining way. »
The EURAXESS Science Slam is a contest giving researchers the chance to
showcase their research projects to their peers and the wider public in a relaxed
and joyful atmosphere. This science communication competition is organized by
EURAXESS Links annually in all EURAXESS Links locations (ASEAN,
Brazil, China, India, Japan and North America).

Click here to access last
year
finals’
presentations.
Further information here.
All information is also
available in Portuguese
here:

WHO?
Researchers (from masters students to advanced researchers) of all
nationalities and research fields currently based in Brazil, (including social
sciences and humanities)
WHEN?
The submission process for the EURAXESS Science Slam Brazil 2015 is open
until 15 September 2015.
HOW?
What you need to do to join the competition:
1. Be creative and develop an original idea to present your research
project to the world: Tap dancing, singing, old-school presentation,
scientific equipment – all is allowed.
2. Let us know how you presend your research at the finals, either :
 Making a 3-minute max. video of the presentation to be held
in the LIVE finals with your camera phone (or equivalent), or
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setting a Skype interview with EURAXESS Links Brazil
country representatives.
Make sure the presentation is in English or Portuguese.
3. Post your video on EURAXESS Science Slam Brazil Drop-it-to-me
platform. The requested upload password is: “Science_Slam_2015”. Or
send us the link to your video to brazil@euraxess.net.

FINALS?
The five best candidates will be invited by EURAXESS to attend the LIVE finals
to be held at Casa da Ciência in Rio de Janeiro during the National Science
and Technology Week (19-25 October 2015).
Finalists will present a topic related to their research to an audience of nonexperts. The slam will be given in English or Portuguese in less than 10
minutes and can be supported by video and audio material, PowerPoint slides
and any other kind of media available, as well as by scientific equipment.
The performances of the participants will be judged by the audience and the
jury of European and Brazilian researchers and communicators.
PRIZE?
The winner will be awarded a free trip to Europe where he or she will meet
European Commission policy officers along with the winners of the other
EURAXESS Science Slams organised in ASEAN, China, India Japan, and
North America. He/She will also have the opportunity to travel to a European
research institution of his/her choice!

For more details on the terms and conditions, visit us at
scienceslambrazil.euraxess.org !

2.3 “How to communicate science?” workshop, Rio de
Janeiro, 6 July 2015
EURAXESS Links Brazil and swissnex have the pleasure to invite researchers
from all fields eager to improve their communication skills to join the workshop
on how to communicate science which will be held at swissnex (Rua
Cândido Mendes 157 12°andar, Glória, 20241-220, Rio de Janeiro) on Monday
6 July 2015, from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beside good practices on scientific communication shared by the organisers, a
guest scientific journalist will share his/her views on exemples of creative
presentations screened at the occasion.
The workshop will be followed by BrainNight@swissnex, a special event
organised by swissnex at the occasion of Ibro 2015 featuring a live and
entertaining presentation of Pierre Magistretti (CH), eminent Professor of
neuroscience at EPFL and KAUST and one of the principal investigators in the
Human Brain Project, and a Brazilian researcher.
More details coming soon on brazil.euraxess.org and www.swissnexbrazil.org/.
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2.4 EURAXESS at the 67th annual meeting of Brazilian
Society for the Progress of Science (SBPC), 12-18
July 2015
EURAXESS Links Brazil will attend the 67th annual meeting of the Brazilian
Society for the Progress of Science (SBPC), focusing on the subject “Light,
Science, Action”, in the context of the International Year of Light, proclaimed in
2015 by the United Nations General Assembly.
This event will be held from 12 to 18 July 2015 at the Federal University of São
Carlos (SP).
EURAXESS Links Brazil will present the EURAXESS Science Slam 2015 at
that event to be held on 15 July.
Further information on the event here.

3 News & Developments
3.1 EU and Member States
3.1.1

Microscopic examination of cells treated with
cytotoxic chemicals.
© EU, 2015

European Commission replies to European Citizens'
Initiative against animal testing

The European Commission issued a Communication in response to the
European Citizens’ Initiative Stop Vivisection. While sharing the conviction that
animal testing should be phased out in Europe, the Commission considers it
premature to repeal the current Directive on protecting animals used for
scientific purposes, as the signatories of the initiative request. For the
Commission, the Directive is needed to ensure a high level of protection of the
animals used in research. The JRC actively supports the Directive, running
the European Union Reference Laboratory for Alternatives to Animal Testing
(EURL ECVAM) which develops, validates and promotes alternative
approaches to animal testing.
Read more (Source: Joint Research Centre)

3.1.2

World environment day: consume with care

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) motto for this year's world
environment day is "Seven billion dreams. One planet. Consume with care". It
reminds us that the well-being of humanity, the environment, and the
functioning of the economy ultimately depend upon the responsible
management of the planet’s natural resources. In this context, the JRC supports
the EU's efforts to move towards a more competitive, resource-efficient circular
economy.
The JRC supports global efforts to move
towards a more sustainable consumption
© UNEP

Read more (Source: Joint Research Centre)
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3.1.3

23rd EUBCE marks the record of participating
countries and confirms its global leading role for the
bioenergy community

With 803 presentations by over 2,500 authors and co-authors, this year, the
23rd European Biomass Conference and Exhibition has marked the record
number of 76 participating countries.In total, 1,394 participants attended the
EUBCE and, as the hosting country, Austria ranked first by number of
participants, followed by Germany, Italy and The Netherlands. An impressive
30% increase in the number of participants from Asian countries also showed
the growing interest for biomass and bioenergy in this region.
Read more (Source: EUBCE and Joint Research Centre)

3.1.4

Horizon 2020 kick-starts Bio-based industries in
Europe with €50 million

The first ten projects of the new Bio-Based Industries Joint Undertaking (BBI
JU), a partnership between the EU and industry, will get underway with a total
of €50 million from Horizon 2020, the EU's research funding programme, and a
further €28 million from the industry. This is thanks to the signature of the grant
agreements finalised this month (15 June 2015).
Read more (Source: What's New in Research & Innovation)

3.1.5

SME Instrument latest results: 42 innovative SMEs to
share €68.5 million under Horizon 2020

42 SMEs from 14 countries have been selected in the latest round of Horizon
2020 SME Instrument Phase 2. For each project, the participants will receive
up to €2.5 million (up to €5 million for health projects) to finance innovation
activities and the development of their business plans. The companies will also
be entitled to benefit from up to 12 days of business coaching.
The European Commission received 614 proposals under Phase 2 by the first
cut-off date of 2015 on 18 March. 230 received an evaluation score above the
application threshold and 37 or 16.1% have been selected for funding.
Spanish SMEs have once again been particularly successful with 7
beneficiaries on track to receive over €12.6 million. They are closely followed
by firms from Italy, Finland, France, Netherlands and the UK.
Since the launch of the programme on 1st January 2014, 214 SMEs from 22
countries have been selected under Phase 2 of the SME Instrument sharing
more than €294 million.
Read more (Source: European Commission - Research & Innovation – Press
Centre)
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3.1.6

MONTHLY FOCUS - Robots at the wheel

Could self-driving cars ever really replace human drivers? How will they interact
with other traffic? Who would be liable in the event of an accident?
As self-driving cars accelerate towards reality, we explore some of the key
questions surrounding the future of automated transport. We find out that citydwellers could soon be transported around the streets in automated pods,
whereas those that live in the country will depend more and more on their car to
perform routine tasks such as parking and cruising on the motorway.
We talk to the researchers who are designing ways for automated cars to talk to
each other so they can switch lanes, cross junctions and organise into platoons
without the help of humans.
We also explore how the EU is teaming up with the US and Japan to share
ideas and make self-driving cars a global reality, and how one of the next big
challenges is to come up with a set of rules and regulations before self-driving
systems can be introduced.
Read more (Source: HORIZON The EU Research & Innovation Magazine)

3.1.7

SPACE - First light from far-away planet shines the
way to new earths

It isn’t easy to spot planets far away in our galaxy – normally we can only infer
their presence, from the effect they have on their host stars. But now a group of
astronomers has demonstrated an easier way to study distant worlds, by
detecting the first visible light reflected off an exoplanet.
The star 51 Pegasi is in the northern
constellation of Pegasus, also called The
Winged Horse. Image ESO/Digitized Sky
Survey 2.

According to group member and PhD student Jorge Martins at the University of
Porto in Portugal, seeing the exoplanet like this was rather like looking at a
streetlamp one hundred metres away, and being able to glimpse a moth flying
right next to it.
Read more (Source: HORIZON The EU Research & Innovation Magazine)

3.1.8

HEALTH - Glove-like device gives artificial hands a
sense of touch

Researchers say they have made the first device that can give artificial hands
sensory feedback without needing to be implanted into the skin.
There is already technology that can give sensory feedback to people with false
hands, but it requires that a nerve interface is implanted into their arm.
Now, European researchers on the WAY project have developed a method of
enabling prosthesis wearers to feel when they have grasped something by
using vibrations.
The glove can enable amputees to pick up
fragile objects. Image Credit: The
BioRobotics Institute, Scuola Superiore
Sant'Anna, Pisa, Italy.

Read more (Source: HORIZON The EU Research & Innovation Magazine)
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3.1.9

EUREKA calls
YourEUprofile

featured

on

new

search

tool

YourEUprofile is a new intelligent search tool on European funding
programmes, calls for proposals and related legislation. EUREKA is a strategic
partner of the service and its calls for projects are prominently featured.
The associated new website, EU Funding Trends, also provides regular news
and events updates on EU funding, particularly in the area of innovation and
including latest information on EUREKA’s activities.
(Source: EUREKA Network)

3.1.10 Text and data mining freedom at stakes in copyright
reform
The work of European Scientists could be hampered by proposed copyright law
Scientists digging in the haystack of research publications for patterns, trends or
other information, increasingly rely on text and data mining (TDM) techniques.
Without these tools, it is impossible to systematically analyse the rapidly
growing volume of scientific knowledge. Yet, European scientists cannot apply
TDM as widely as they wish. Due to legal restriction, they fear that Europe may
fall behind other countries with respect to TDM. As the commission is expected
to propose a reform of existing regulations later this year, the debate on TDM
and copyright law is gaining momentum. Scientists hope a reform will
harmonise copyright regulations across the EU member states in favour of
TDM. But traditional scientific publishers continue to support existing
regulations.
Read more (Source: EuroScientist)

3.1.11 MyScienceWork launched POLARIS, a digital platform
for the promotion of research
MyScienceWork announced the launch of POLARIS, customized online
platforms to maximize the dissemination and communication of research.
POLARIS is a versatile tool that allows institutions to make their research
accessible, communicate about their latest findings, establish collaborations
and have decision-making tools for their research priorities.
For further information, please consult the French version of this news item.
(Source: Luxembourg Portal for Innovation and Research)
Read also Research institutions need visibility. Luckily, there’s POLARIS!

3.2 Brazil
3.2.1

Government promotes investment
infrastructure to boost economy

program

in

One of the main criticisms of the productive sector is in relation to logistics
infrastructure in Brazil. The claim is that the precariousness of the production
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flow system makes transportation costs more expensive, and impairs the
delivery time of goods. Consequently, the competitiveness of domestic industry
loses ground. In this scenario, the government launched the Logistics
Investment Program, which promises to mobilise resources of R$ 198.4 million
in the coming years.
The project will reach 20 states of the Federation, with investments targeted on
roads, railways, ports and airports of 130 Brazilian municipalities. The
concessions model presented is anchored on the premise of ensuring quality
services at fair prices to users, and adequate remuneration to investors for the
investments and services to be provided.
Source: Agência de Gestão CT&I

3.2.2

ST&I Minister highlights value of experience of The
Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation, Aldo
Rebelo, participated at a meeting with the group of
researchers and entrepreneurs, Brazilian Expert
Network - Washington DC (BEN-DC), at the Brazilian
embassy in Washington.

Next to the Brazilian Ambassador in the USA, Luiz Alberto Figueiredo, and his
entourage, the minister welcomed the group and emphasised the importance of
researchers for the development of science and technology in Brazil. "You can
support the country's efforts in the development of research and science and
contribute to innovation programs, offering to Brazil what you have learned
abroad", said Aldo. According to the Minister, strengthening support to students
and young researchers from Brazil is another important form of contribution
made by the Brazil Diaspora Network, created by the Brazilian Agency for
Industrial Development (ABDI).
Ambassador Figueiredo congratulated the researchers and stressed the
importance of dialogue with the sector. "I always want to have this contact with
researchers, practitioners and academics that are an example or the country",
he said at the opening of the meeting.
Minister Aldo stated that Brazil has expanded the conditions for improving the
environment for conducting research. As one of the programmes for that
purpose, he quoted Proinfra, focused on implementation, modernisation and
physical research infrastructure recovery in public institutions. "We are
improving the infrastructure of universities with investments in buildings and
equipment acquisition", he said.
According to the researcher Eliseu de Oliveira, co-founder of BEN-DC, the
group is open to greater cooperation with Brazil. "The great capital we have is
the human capital and the accumulated experience in research in very strategic
centers. We want you to bring problems for us to solve", said Oliveira.
The meeting was attended by the Presidents of FINEP / MCTI, Luis Fernandes,
and the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq /
MCTI), Hernan Chaimovich; the Secretaries of MCTI, Armando Milioni
(Technological Development and Innovation), Virgilio Almeida (IT Policy) and
Jailson Andrade (Research and Development Policies and Programs); and the
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head of the International Affairs Office of the Ministry, Ambassador Carlos
Henrique Cardim.
Source: MCTI

3.2.3

MCTI has reduced investment in the last 11 years,
despite being considered strategic

Investments in science and technology in Brazil have always been grounds for
controversy, mostly coming from the scientific community that complaints from
shortages in the industry. But now, both the decline of federal investments in S
& T, and not using appropriate instruments to measure the impact of budget
policies in the area, were questioned by sector representatives. The debate
took place during a public hearing held in the Senate.
According to the director of the Secretariat of External Control of Economic
Development of the Audit Court of the Union (TCU), Angela Brusamarello, with
regard to investment, the budget of the Ministry of Science, Technology and
Innovation (MCTI) fell from 0.90% in 2004 to 0.80% in 2013, relative to the total
provided for in the Federal Budget of the Union.
In addition to the reduction of government investment in the sector,
Brusamarello showed that the country does not evaluate the actual
performance of its public policies to measure the risk of error that they can
have. "Certain formalised management contracts with social organisations have
not produced any results, despite receiving funding already for several years",
she said.
One example cited was the Science without Borders (SwB) program. For her,
its activities are more aligned with the institutional purposes of the Ministry of
Education (MEC), i.e. it is not a program focused on basic research or scientific
business investment, so it should not receive funding for this purpose.
Nevertheless, she recognised the merits of this public policy, calling only for the
SwB to have "more focus" on the allocation of resources aimed at fostering S &
T.
Another point criticised by the director of TCU on MCTI management was on
the National Fund for the Development of Science and Technology (FNDCT),
which only will produce annual reports on their annual balance policies from this
year. "This is because it was requested by the Federal Audit Court last year",
she said.
According to the representative of MCTI at the hearing, Cristian Lima, research
investments in fact have been dropped between 2004 and 2013, as revealed by
the TCU representative. Therefore, Minister Aldo Rebelo set as a priority the
creation of a working group aimed at strengthening the inspection and
monitoring structures.
In addition, Lima believes that increased investment in the area to 2% of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), as the Minister is aiming at, will contribute to the
strengthening of the sector. According to the representative, adding the public
and private resources, investments in the area today would be around 1.8%.
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Lima added that the MCTI will make representations to the Ministry of Planning
for the next Multi-Year Plan (PPA), to be approved this year to run until 2019, to
include the target of 2% of GDP for science and technology, as claimed by the
scientist associations of the country.
Source: Agência de Gestão CT&I

3.2.4

For
Minister
conditions
for
innovation
fundamental for Brazil to recover the economy

are

The challenge of Brazil for the coming months is clear: to leave the time of
economic difficulty. The question is repeated day after day by whatever the
interlocutor connected to the federal government. Among the many measures
proposed, one seems to be almost unanimous: it is necessary to recover the
productive activity to boost the economy.
However, there is no single formula for this. Among the many proposed means,
innovation in the productive sector is one of the practices that arises more
strongly. Therefore, it is necessary to create positive conditions for this
development.
Invited by the Economic Affairs and Science, Technology, Innovation,
Communication and Informatics Committees of the Senate to discuss the
agenda of the Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC),
Minister Armando Monteiro pointed out the need to create enabling
environments for innovation. He said there was the need to build a strong
educational foundation, coupled with the understanding between academia and
industry to develop the conditions for innovation.
"We need to create a favourable environment for innovation and we need to
have a vision that is not only the academic view that has largely prevailed: that
innovation only arises in basic research. An interesting landmark of the
Innovation Law is the recognition that the company is also part of the innovation
environment. It is when knowledge is transformed into a technological solution,
in something that represents a benefit to people", said Armando Monteiro.
Source: Agência de Gestão CT&I

3.2.5

Stimulating Industrial Property is the basis for
developing innovation in Brazil

One of the main issues involved with innovation is the granting of patents and
trademarks. It is through these devices that companies and research institutes
can protect products and processes developed by them. In Brazil, however,
getting these concessions is a long, time consuming and costly process, since
the structure of the National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) is outdated. A
patent application has to wait between 10 and 11 years on average, while for
marks the period is about three years.
On top of that, there is the financial loss. If depositors do not have the legal
certainty of the concession, they will not invest in mass production of the
developed innovation. This is a damaging vicious cycle for the country's
development aspirations, especially in a time of economic crisis.
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There is no definitive solution to these problems. However, tackling them is
fundamental to stimulate the innovative culture in Brazil. For the director of
Brands at INPI, Vinicius Borgea Câmara, it is necessary to make more
attractive the patent analyst career. Thus, he believes, the queue will be lower
and companies will invest more in the developed innovations.
"Whoever innovates and wants to generate foreign exchange needs speed and
quality in the analysis. The worst that can happen is to have no legal guarantee
because of problems in the analysis", said Borgea Câmara, at a joint public
hearing between the Foreign Relations and National Defense, and Science,
Technology, Communication and Information Committees of the Chamber of
Deputies.
In addition, the leader claims an optimisation of processes to be necessary.
"The process of innovation is faster and faster and the State's response must
be increasingly quicker. Developed nations have benefited from a proprietary
system that works. This is not a loss, it is investment that turns into wealth
creation", said the director of the INPI.
The speech was reverberated by the president of the Brazilian Association of
Industrial Property (ABPI), Elisabeth Kasznar Fekete. For her, only through
innovation it will be possible to foster the economic development of Brazil.
"At a time when our country needs so much momentum in the economy,
industrial property has been forgotten of its key role in developing innovation.
Without innovation, less is created, growth is reduced and the country does not
move forward", she said.
An important tool in the economic development question is greater inclusion in
global value chains. The specialist of the Department of Intellectual Property of
the National Industry Confederation (CNI), Diana Melo Jungmann, said that
Brazil still has an incipient participation in this field, as it is still known as a raw
materials provider. To grow in this area, and to allow Brazil to become an
aggregator country of technology, she believes a firm protection of industrial
property is fundamental.
"The economy of the twentieth-first century is based on creativity and
innovation. We live in an integrated world, in which value chains are globalised,
with each site adding value, technology and knowledge. This makes IP very
important. To the extent that the world has globalised, that knowledge became
transborder, it is important that those who have invested in the production of
that knowledge will be adequately protected", she said.
The head of CNI estimates that this way Brazil has the potential to provide more
competitiveness to the industry and attract foreign investment to foster open
innovation. All based on respect for intellectual property.
"The IP issue increases the potential competitiveness of Brazilian industries, not
only by the provision that they can make of the technologies developed in
companies and research institutes, as well as on the acquisition of technology
because of these contracts. It enables open innovation projects, because it is
exactly from it that you bring various partners with full confidence and,
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therefore, you have to understand and respect the IPR. Innovation is a risk
action and attracts investments", analyzed Diana Jungmann.
Source: Agência de Gestão CT&I

3.2.6

Doctoral fellows create site to assist Brazilians abroad

A group of Brazilian scholars of full doctorate in the United States of the
Science Without Borders (SwB) program, seeking to help those who are also
preparing for the process of carrying out study and research abroad, have
created a portal for sharing experiences: the Abroaders.
The team consists of students from São Paulo, Vitória, Salvador and Campina
Grande. They act in the areas of chemical, physical therapy, pharmaceutical
sciences, cognitive psychology, food engineering, computer science, urban
planning, sustainable building, human-computer interaction, and forensic
anthropology. "This diversity has made the Abroaders have a strong identity
and that we could reach different groups in very different places", says Melina
Calmon Silva, one of the project creators and a doctoral student at Tulane
University in New Orleans.
The student says that the portal idea arose during the process to the call of full
doctorate in partnership with Laspau, a non-profit organisation, affiliated with
the Harvard University and a SwB partner. "We had many doubts on the
application [of the rules] to universities in the United States. The process is very
different from what happens in Brazil. Thus, some groups were created so that
the candidates themselves could help each other. We started doing friendship
and during several conversations came the Abroaders idea", says Melina.
The Abroaders works as a database on the experience of the scholars to help
those who are already abroad and those who intend to apply. "We were
surprised by the number of hits and feedback we have received. The most
significant results that we have achieved were recognition of several candidates
and even of some institutions", said Melina.
Source: MCTI

3.2.7

"The Guardian" special on education brings interview
with the president of CNPq

The interview with the president of the National Council for Scientific and
Technological Development (CNPq), Hernan Chaimovich, is part of a special
section that places Brazil as a country close to becoming the largest center of
technology and innovation in the Southern Hemisphere.
Throughout its 28 pages, the section produced by "The Report Company" and
distributed by the British daily "The Guardian" provides an overview of
education, science, technology and innovation in Brazil.
In the granted interview, Hernan Chaimovich talked about the educational
sector, highlighting the implementation process of Brazilian universities and the
beginning of scientific research in the country. He also highlighted the
importance that had the implementation of the first universities and the
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investment in research for national development in strategic areas such as
agricultural production and the extraction of oil.
To Chaimovich, the beginning of "oil extraction in the pre-salt layers would not
be possible if Brazil had not previously invested in the training of engineers,
scientists, mathematicians and technical professionals in various fields of
knowledge". "Without our agricultural research, we would never have become
one of the most prominent countries that produce the world's food", he said.
The interview also presents an insightful comparative analysis on the process of
filing / registration of patents in Brazil and the United States. While in the US
industry is the biggest responsible for registering patents, in Brazil patents are
concentrated in universities. For Hernan, the production of academic patents is
not bad, but "we will only be internationally competitive, with the Brazilian
industry producing for the international market and innovating, when the number
of patents registered by companies will increase considerably".
Regarding the role of CNPq and his objectives when he assumed the
presidency of the institution, Chaimovich highlighted the need for the agency to
come closer from the private sector and to work to broaden the dialogue
between academia and business: "We have to ask the private sector what they
needs so that their demands and our research mission are aligned", he said.
"When we reach a level of frank dialogue that respects the distinct missions,
and identifying common goals, private companies and universities will establish
agreements with mutual gains", added the president of CNPq.
The internationalisation of Brazilian universities, the Science without Borders
program and the relationship between government, academia and the
productive sectors were also topics discussed at the interview.
Read the full interview here.
Special Section "Education in Brazil" here.
Source. CNPq

3.2.8

Ranking of 'Nature' which measures impact of science
ranks Brazil in 23rd place

The new edition of the supplement "Nature Global Index" released on 17 June
by the "Nature" group put Brazil in 23rd place in a ranking of countries that have
published more scientific articles in high impact journals in 2014.
According to the survey, 715 articles were launched in 2014 by Brazilian
researchers (either in the primary authorship or co-participation) in four different
areas - Chemistry, Life Sciences, Earth and Environment and Physical
Sciences.
In 2013, the first year analysed by the report, Brazil occupied the same position,
but has published 670 articles.
The index took into account only the publications made in 68 scientific journals
of great impact. The list of magazines was defined by independent scientists
who responded in which they would like to publish their most significant
research.
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Brazil was the best positioned in Latin America. The publication shows that
Argentina moved up one position and is now in 30th place in the ranking,
becoming the second country with the best position. Mexico was in 34th place,
the same place of the previous edition.
According to the analysis of "Nature" on the region, growth in absolute numbers
is not enough to put these countries between the leaders of the scientific
community and cited the almost exclusive reliance of public funding for
research. "In this region, public funds are far more important than partnerships
with the private sector and scientists rarely become entrepreneurs", says the
publication.
On investments, the document shows that Brazil was the country that has
applied most funds in Research and Development (1.3% of GDP). Mexico was
the second government to invest more in this area (0.5% of GDP), followed by
Chile, with 0.36% of GDP (the country ranked in 32nd place in Nature index).
The report of "Nature" says that "ambitious and controversial" projects, such as
the Science Without Borders program, from the federal government, can help
boost the relevance of scientific research carried out in the country and Latin
America.
The report also shows that the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, UFRJ, was
the Latin American institution that had more researchers involved in
international research. The University of São Paulo (USP) appears in the fourth
place among the top five universities that have done more this kind of
partnership.
Despite this emphasis, there is no Brazilian university in the ranking of 200
global institutions that published the most important articles. The list is headed
by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, China, followed by the Harvard
University, US.
Source: Jornal da Ciência

3.2.9

Confap requires integrated funding initiatives in the
Science, Technology and Innovation fields

Representatives of federal, and state governments and managers discussed,
during the Forum of the National Council of State Research Support
Foundations (Confap), the main suggestions, requests, needs and barriers that
the Science Sector, Technology and Innovation face today. The main highlight
was the annual financial cuts that the federal government transferred to the
sector.
Participants stressed that the ST&I Ministry suffers for not being able to have
bigger investments. "We can not forget that the sectors of water resources,
energy, food and health suffer an imminent decline and wear with the lack of
investment in the ST&I area. Preponderant issues cannot be neglected and
should be prioritized in times of crisis", said the Secretary of Science,
Technology and Innovation of the Federal District, Paulo Salles.
Paulo Salles also pointed out that the National Council of State Secretaries for
ST & I issues (Consecti) met with the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
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to think of efficient mechanisms, in an attempt to widen paths of all the Science
and Technology systems of the Northeast, North and Midwest, in order to make
them more efficient and competitive through the expansion of financing lines of
common interests.
During the opening of the meeting, the executive secretary of the Ministry of
Science, Technology and Innovation (MCTI), Emilia Ribeiro Curi, addressed the
challenges facing the government at a time of fiscal adjustment and said that
she hopes to have the sector representatives to think together about different
forms of financing and investments for the sector. "We hope to get alternatives
in partnership with institutions such as Confap, the National Council for
Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq), the National Confederation
of Industry (CNI), the National Council of Foundations of Support to Institutions
of Higher Education and Scientific and Technological Research (Confies), the
Ministry of Health and other sources, to improve and refine the projects and
initiatives in ST&I area. We, from the Federal Government, plan to resume
investments in innovation and follow them closely. She also said that the budget
tightening takes the country to look for alternative solutions.
Emilia also stressed the need to establish a National Innovation Policy
envisaged by the Constitutional Amendment 85. She pointed out that "this role
is for all of us, not just for the ministry because, from this text, we will plan for a
breakthrough in 20 years, as China has done". She also stressed that it is
important that the community will participate and give its contribution, because
"this is a bill from the scientific society, which has been facing difficulties for
many years". Emilia also highlighted the need for the adoption of Bill
2.177/2011, pending before the Chamber of Deputies, to improve research by
removing bureaucratic processes that science and technology researchers face
today.
Source: Jornal da Ciência

3.2.10 International Light year inspires scientific community
in Brazil
The International Year of Light, proclaimed in 2015 by the United Nations
General Assembly, has inspired the scientific community in Brazil. The main
events of the area, promoted annually, will address various aspects of the
subject. This is the case of the 12th National Week of Science and Technology
(SNCT), which will take place from 19 to 25 October under the theme "Light,
science and life."
The art of the promotional material (posters, banners and brochures) of this
year's National Week, which began to be distributed this month by the Ministry
of Science, Technology and Innovation (MCTI) across the country, reflects the
theme by combining images from the hand and the human genome with a focus
on light.
The Ministry also works on the construction of the site of SNCT 2015, with the
proposal to simplify the use of the portal in order to facilitate the registration of
the actions planned for the whole country.
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According to Douglas Falcão, who is the director of Popularisation and
Dissemination of Science and Technology of the Secretariat of Science and
Technology for Social Inclusion (Secis / MCTI), who is responsible for the
national coordination of the event, the idea is to popularise science and reach,
especially the public between 4 and 10 years old. "Kids in this age group are
very sensitive to science and technology and very curious and at the same time,
it will be a challenge for our institutions to think of activities for kids", says the
coordinator, who believes that alignment with the theme chosen by the UN will
promote greater structuring, organisation and insertion of Brazilian institutions in
the celebrations of the anniversary year.
The setting for the SNCT 2015 took place in partnership with Secis and the
scientific associations led by the Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science
(SBPC), which will also address the issue at its 67th meeting, scheduled for 1218 July at the Federal University of São Carlos (UFSCar), in São Carlos (SP).
With the theme "Light, Science and Action", the event will be attended by
renowned researchers in Brazil and abroad.
The programming of the 67th Annual Meeting of SBPC will include conferences,
round tables, short courses, meetings, special sessions, assemblies, besides
the Young SBPC, the ExpoT&C and the SBPC Mirim. ExpoT&C is a showcase
of science, technology and innovation that brings together hundreds of
exhibitors, such as universities, research institutes, development agencies,
government entities and other organisations interested in presenting new
technologies, products and services. The space this year will feature 2,100
square meters and about 30 booths represented by institutions linked to MCTI,
where the theme will be light.
Source: MCTI
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3.3 Cooperation EU, Member States, Brazil
3.3.1

Virtual meetings present EU funding program

The second Virtual Cycle for Latin America and the Caribbean on the EU
Horizon 2020 program was held on 17, 22 and 24 June. The purpose of the
meetings, held by videoconference, is to promote the upcoming calls for
funding.
The Internet sessions were conducted via the Latin American Cooperation of
Advanced Networks (CLARA). They included thematic debates in the fields of
Nanotechnology, Bio-Economy, Marie Curie Actions, Biodiversity, Energy,
Environment, and training on the presentation of proposals and key aspects of
the Horizon 2020 program.

For more information on the
European
Commission’s
international
research
cooperation
activities
worldwide, read the European
Commission’s
monthly
“International
Research
Update”.

During the thematic workshops, calls open in 2015 and information on future
calls of interest for Latin America and the Caribbean were presented. The
Virtual Cycle is organised at the EU cooperation offices, along with Argentina
and Uruguay.
The activity aimed at research and technology centres, researchers, project
managers, institutional representatives, public administrations, universities and
companies, associations or groups of companies related to the scientific and
technological sector.

The latest edition– includes
news about:

For more information, click here.

- New strategic partnership
in Research and Innovation
endorsed by 23rd Japan-EU
Summit

Source: MCTI

- Commissioner
Moedas
promotes
the
EU
R&I
priorities in Washington

As part of Europe Week programme in Brazil, a EU ambassadors entourage
met the major bodies and institutions of the Amazon. The director of the
National Institute for Amazonian Research (INPA / MCTI), Luiz Renato de
França, presented the main research projects and social technologies that the
institution develops at the Federation of Industries of the State of Amazonas
(Fieam), contributing to the development of the region.

- EU tightens relations with
Tunisia
- European
Commission
and Japan sign cooperation
agreement on mobility of
researchers
- EU-Latin America
cooperation

3.3.2

INPA Director presents institute research to EU
ambassadors

The objective of the presentation was to show the ambassadors the
opportunities and Inpa capabilities that contribute to the advancement of
science and the sustainability of the Amazon.

R&I

- Joint
S&T
Committee
meeting with Japan

França showed the graduate, master's and doctorate programs, new projects,
such as the Green Ocean and the challenges that the Institute faces. He also
named a few partnerships between INPA and other institutions in Europe that
have yielded "great results".
The delegation composed of 18 EU ambassadors visited INPA for the purpose
of knowing the results and researches of the Institute and its scientific
contribution to the region. The ambassadors also met the Forest Science and
Association Friends of “Peixe-boi” (AMPA), where they learned about the
Amazon ecosystem.
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The following EU ambassadors were represented: Germany, France, UK,
Sweden, Ireland, Portugal, Denmark, Romania, Slovenia, Estonia, Croatia,
Netherlands, Czech Republic, Hungary, Finland, Slovakia, Latvia and Austria.
Source: Jornal da Ciência

3.3.3

Brazilian
and
British
researchers
exchange
experiences about the Amazon seed management

The workshop Management of Forest Seeds, in Manaus, promoted the
exchange of experiences between Brazilian and British researchers. The event
was a partnership between the National Institute for Amazonian Research
(INPA / MCTI), the Federal University of Amazonas (Ufam) and the Royal
Botanic Gardens in England (Kew Gardens). The purpose of the event was to
train undergraduate and postgraduate (masters and doctorate) students, as well
as researchers and technicians interested in the subject.
Aspects of seed production and forest seedlings in the area, management of
collection, transport and storage, were addressed during the five-day workshop,
which ended on 13 June in the auditorium of the Faculty of Agricultural
Sciences of Ufam.
The project, which will have a 12 months duration, was recently approved by a
joint effort between the National Council of State Research Support
Foundations (Confap), through the Foundation for the Amazonas State
Research (Fapeam), and the Newton Fund, which is a fund to support research
in Science and Innovation of the British government. It receives support from
the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq /
MCTI), the Research Council Board of UK (Research Councils UK) and the
Research Council for Environment (Natural Environment Research Council), the
UK's largest funder of environmental science.
Source: MCTI

3.3.4

Ibict receives visit of Danish delegation

On 12 June the director of the Brazilian Institute for Information in Science and
Technology (Ibict), Cecilia Leite, received the visit of representatives of the
government of Denmark, Torsten Grundwald, from the Danish Business
Authority; Christian Majlund, from the Ministry of Business and Growth; and
Gustav Jensen, from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
of public administration, including digital forms, the single portal for businesses
and digital inclusion.
The meeting was attended by the Ibict coordinators, Lilian Alvarez, Bianca
Amaro Melo, Leonardo Lazarte, Ricardo Rodrigues, James Braga, Robson
Almeida and Paulo Egler. They presented the main products and services of the
institute, including the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), the Brazilian System for
Technical Answers (SBRT) and the Brazilian Digital Library of Theses and
Dissertations (BDTD).
Source: MCTI
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3.3.5

INT signs
university

partnership

agreement

with

German

The National Institute of Technology (INT / MCTI) and the Technical University
of Darmstadt (TUD, its acronym in German), Germany, have signed a
memorandum of understanding setting scientific and technological cooperation
objectives and training in the field of studies of the corrosion of different
materials and components related to the use of biofuels, especially biodiesel
and ethanol.
The document was signed by the director of INT, Domingos Naveiro, and taken
to Darmstadt, where it was signed by the director of the Institute of Materials
(IfW), Matthias Oechsner.
Source: MCTI

3.3.6

Brazil and France are studying technical cooperation
to develop space program

The Strategic Programme for Space Systems (Pese) is designed to meet
strategic needs of the Brazilian Armed Forces and society. One of its missions
is to provide space infrastructure to be used in the management system of the
Blue Amazon (SisGAAz), the Integrated Border Monitoring (Sisfron), the
Brazilian Aerospace Defense System (Sisdabra), the Amazon Protection
System ( Sipam), among others.
To contribute in the space area of the country, Brazilian military representatives
presented a cooperation document that calls for technical and managerial
support from France to Pese. The document establishes a partnership between
the Ministry of Defence (MD) and the General Armament Directorate (DGA) – a
French institution. This document will be studied by the European nation.
The initiative took place during the meeting of the Joint Working Group BrazilFrance, held in Paris. The Brazilian team was coordinated by the deputy head
of Strategic Affairs of the Ministry, Admiral José Carlos Mathias, who
emphasized the long partnership between the two countries.
There was also a discussion on matters such as the preparation of an
agreement between the two governments on research and technology for
defence. In that regard, a roadmap for cooperation between Brazilian and
French institutions and research and technology centres was developed:
Source: Agência de Gestão CT&I

3.3.7

Brazilian scientists will go to Sweden to study Gripen
fighters technology

The strategic partnership between Brazil and Sweden in the acquisition of
Gripen fighters intensified this week, with the visit of the Swedish deputy
Minister for Defence, Jan Salestrand, to the country. One of the topics
discussed was sending 250 Brazilian scientists, engineers and technicians to
the European country for training and knowledge of technology fighters.
The delegation composed of military and civilian representatives of Sweden
was received by the Secretary General of the Defence Ministry, Eva Chiavon.
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"Our need for closer cooperation between countries is important in the
negotiations made so far in all areas and, in particular, an agreement already
signed with our Air Force, is built on the need to exchange and move forward
with developing technologies", she said.
For Eva Chiavon, skills acquired on the experience exchange process, in the
case of the Gripen contract with Sweden, is essential, especially for Brazilian
technicians to develop increasingly advanced equipment and systems. "This will
strategy", she added.
The deputy minister of Sweden explained that, for some time, Sweden was not
giving enough attention to its armed forces, but with the current situation
experienced by the country with regard to Russia and Ukraine, the sector has
come to occupy a prominent role in the government’s agenda. It is in this
context, he said, that the Gripen program has emerged as a topic of interest.
Source: Agência de Gestão CT&I

3.3.8

Mission to the UK should expand opportunities for
Brazilian researchers

Members of the National Council of State Foundations for Research Support
(CONFAP) participated in an international mission to England, held between 1
and 5 of June. The president Sergio Gargioni, the vice president, Maria Zaira
Turchi, and the coordinator of the International Area, Mario Neto Borges,
attended the conference Going Global 2015 and a series of meetings related to
the Newton Fund. Also accompanied the mission the general coordinator of
Planning and Management of the Federal Network, Nilton Nelio Cometti, the
director of Institutional Relations of the National Council for Scientific and
Technological Development (CNPq), Glenda Lorraine Mezarobba, and the
Director of Education and Society of the British Council, Claudio Anjos.
"I believe that the mission was extremely fruitful. It will have results for short,
medium and long term with strategic partners in the UK. Opportunities can
increase the number of FAPs participating in international activities and involve
the newly created FAPs", summed up Mario Neto Borges.
Source: CONFAP

3.3.9

Brazil-Germany Dialogue on Science, Research and
Innovation will be held in September

The next edition of the " Brazil-Germany Dialogue on Science, Research and
Innovation" will take place on 29 September 2015 in São Paulo. This year's
theme will be "The future of information technology and our future" and will be
held at the auditorium of FAPESP, this year’s partner organisation.
On 30 September Brazilian and German scientists will present and discuss, in
three panels, the themes "Production and work in the digital society", "Life in the
digital society" and "Data security and law."
Source: DWIH
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3.3.10 Global collaborative project initiates activities
The project Middleware for Collaborative Applications and Virtual Global
Communities (Magic) was approved by the EU Horizon 2020 program, and
began its activities in May.
It is a collaborative global project, which will seek over the next two years to
significantly improve the ability of researchers and academics around the world
to collaborate between them. The initiative is led by the Latin American
Cooperation of Advanced Networks (RedCLARA) and has the National Network
of Education and Research (RNP) among its members.
The goal is to share the positive results and lessons learned by the Europe
Latin America Collaborative e-Infrastructure for Research Activities (Elcira)
project with academic networks in other regions. Therefore, it seeks to establish
a set of agreements between the participating regions in order to consolidate
and complete the middleware blocks needed to establish a real-time services
and applications market for international and intercontinental research groups.
This will facilitate the mobility and the work of global scientific communities.
RNP actively participated and contributed to the success of Elcira. "This project
brings an even greater challenge, as it will deal with cloud computing, global
science communities, real-time collaboration, and identity management, to be
developed in a coordinated and collaborative manner by academic networks in
Africa, Asia, Caribbean , Europe, Oceania, Middle East and Latin America, and
have a greater participation of RNP", said the Deputy Director of Management
Services, Antonio Carlos Fernandes Nunes.
Learn more about the four fronts of Magic, the networks that integrate it and the
role of RNP.
Source: MCTI

3.3.11 Brazil-Ireland cooperation gets boost with agreements
between CONFAP and Science Foundation Ireland
Fourteen Foundations of Research Support (FAPs) have shown interest in
working in partnership with Irish scientists at the National Forum of the National
Council of State Foundations for Research Support (CONFAP). A group of Irish
researchers attended the meeting of Presidents of the foundations in Brasilia.
The group was led by Brazil Research Ireland (RBI), an Irish Government
initiative promoting and supporting research between the two countries.
During the event, the thirteen presidents validated their plans to conduct
collaborative research with the Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) by signing an
adhesion agreement to the Memorandum of Understanding signed between SFI
and Confap during the 1st Brazil Science Week Ireland, held in Dublin, capital
of Ireland in February. Other agencies that participated in the Forum have also
shown willingness to sign the same document.
This new cooperation between Ireland and Brazil adds to the existing
agreements between the European country and FAPESP (Support Foundation
of São Paulo Research), CAPES (Higher Education Personnel Improvement
Coordination) and CNPq (National Council for Scientific and Technological
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Development), and the agreement between SFI and FAPERJ (Fundação Carlos
Chagas Filho Research of the State of Rio de Janeiro), also signed during the
conference in Dublin.
Paul Smith, head of the Department of International Relations at the Dublin City
University (DCU), the leading university of Research Brazil Ireland, said he was
very impressed with the interest of Brazilian funding agencies for research for
their country. "The amount of researchers who went to Ireland to attend the
important research in conjunction with our country. We are excited to see the
synergy that exists between our Irish laboratories of excellence with their
researchers here in Brazil", he said.
Source: CONFAP

3.3.12 Brussels hosted the 2nd Academic bi-regional Summit
of Heads of EU-CELAC State and Government
The 2nd Academic bi-regional Summit of Heads of State and Government of
the Community of Latin American and Caribbean (CELAC) with the European
Union (EU) was held in Brussels on 8-9 June.
The purpose of the event was fostering discussion of policies that enable the
creation of a Euro-Latin American area of higher education, science, technology
and innovation, in line with the "Declaration of Santiago of 2013".
Held every two years, it is considered the highest-level event between these
regions. At the end of the meeting a declaration and action plan were signed,
which will drive political relations between the EU and CELAC.
Information on the Summit can be obtained here.
Source: MCTI

3.3.13 Second Conference of Brazilian-Hungarian Academic
and Scientific Cooperation involving Science without
Borders students
Continuing the unique initiative of the successful 'First Conference on the
Brazilian-Hungarian Academic and Scientific Cooperation' held in January
2015, also in the second semester of the academic year 2014/2015 the
Hungarian Rectors' Conference (HRC) took the main role in organizing the
second conference for Brazilian students participating in the Science without
Borders scholarship program in Hungary. Altogether more than 550 students
attended the event on 8-9 June 2015, hosted by the Budapest Business
School.
The main objectives were to create an event that could reflect most of the
values of the SWB program – academic and research excellence along with
cooperation between Brazil and Hungary.
The event has been a great opportunity for the SwB students from different
Hungarian institutions to gather and exchange scientific knowledge in plenary
presentations and section round table discussions.
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In the plenary session of the 'Campus Hungary Scientific Forum' the
presentations were on various scientific projects and topics highlighting some of
the most recent innovations and results of excellent Hungarian scientists, that
could later on also be continued with joint Brazilian- Hungarian collaboration.
Apart from having the chance to participate in an English language conference
as audience, the SwB scholarship holders (many of them for the first time ever)
had the opportunity to present in English language for a larger audience,
outside the classroom environment. This opportunity and the discussion of their
SwB experience with their colleagues from other institutions contributed to the
event being very successful and serving as a nice closure of the academic year.
The students received certificates both for their participation and presentations.
Please find the detailed description of the event here.
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4 Grants & Fellowships
4.1 European Union
4.1.1

Open calls under Horizon 2020

Access all open calls on the Horizon 2020 Participant Portal. Note that they are
allocated to the three pillars of Horizon 2020:
 Excellent Science programme, including:
- Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND: Co-funding of Regional, National and
International Programmes – Deadline: 1 October 2015.
Horizon 2020 - What’s in it
for Brazil?
Find a list of open calls in the
key areas of the EU-Brazil
cooperation here.
H2020 open to international
participation
ALL calls are open to
international, and more
specifically, to Brazilian
participation.
For
more
details
on
funding
of
applicants
from
non-EU
countries, click here.
EURAXESS Links Brazil also
published a list of open calls
targeting Brazil and BRICS
countries. See the April 2014
edition for more details.
Marie
Skłodowska-Curie
actions: Pocket guide
Considering
a
doctoral
degree?
Looking
for
partnerships
between
academic and non-academic
organisations
or
staff
exchanges?
Keen
on
outreach activities? There is a
Marie
Skłodowska-Curie
action for you.
The EU's Marie SkłodowskaCurie actions fund all kind of
opportunities for researchers
from Europe and beyond.
This starter booklet gives you
the needed information to
make the right first choice.
Guide
available
for
downloading or online reading
here.

Brazilian entities cannot receive funding under the COFUND call but can
participate. Brazilian nationals are eligible for COFUND fellowships to be
awarded under CONFUND projects. They are published on the EURAXESS
Jobs portals.
- Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships (IF), (see still open
section). Deadline: 10 September 2015



Industrial Leadership



Societal Challenges

- Call
supporting
Research
dimension
2015.

4.1.2

for integrating Society in Science and Innovation, aimed at
structural change in research organisations to promote Responsible
and Innovation. The proposals should include an international
in particular with Brazil (among others). Deadline: 16 September

European Research Council Grants

Researchers from anywhere in the world can apply for a European Research
Council (ERC) grant to go to Europe and conduct research (for at least 50% of
their working time). Currently over 300 ERC grantees out of nearly 4,000 are
non-Europeans. Research teams set up by ERC grantees are highly
international – an estimated 20% of team members are non-Europeans.
Open call:


ERC Proof of Concept | ERC-2015-PoC

Deadline: 1 Oct 2015.

4.1.3

Jean Monnet Postdoctoral Fellowships

The Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies (RSCAS) offers one or twoyear fellowships to postdocs in an early stage of their academic career. Priority
will be given to proposals that fit well with one or more of the Centre's core
research themes: European Institutions, Governance and Democracy,
Migration, Economic and Monetary Policy, Competition Policy and Market
Regulation, Energy Policy and Climate Policy, Global Governance &
International and Transnational Relations of the EU.
Deadline: 25 October.
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4.1.4

Fernand Braudel Incoming Senior Fellowships

Fellowships last for up to ten months in one of the EUI's four Departments
which in turn invite fellows to participate in departmental activities (seminars,
workshops, colloquia, etc.).
Fellows are encouraged to make contact with researchers sharing their
academic interests, may be involved in the teaching and thesis supervision
tasks of EUI professors, and associated with one of the research projects being
carried out at the EUI.
Deadline : There are two annual deadlines for applications - 30 March and/or 30
September . The Department of Economics, the Department of History and
Civilization and the Department of Political and Social Sciences consider
applications for the 30 September deadline.

4.2 EU Member States and Associated Countries
4.2.1

National EURAXESS Portals

The latest information on open calls for national grants and fellowships in the 40
member countries of the EURAXESS network can be accessed on the
respective national EURAXESS portals:
Austria, Belgium, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Macedonia,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, UK.
Besides providing information on funding opportunities for incoming
international and European researchers, staff at the EURAXESS Service
Centres offer individual assistance on all aspects of researcher mobility.

4.2.2

BELGIUM - Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique
(F.R.S.-FNRS) - Post-doctoral temporary fellowship

This funding aims to finance a research fellowship (up to 3 years) for a nonBelgian PhD holder coming from abroad to work for a research programme
financed by F.R.S.-FNRS. Various Research Fields.

4.2.3

ITALY - University of Calabria offer to host MSCA
candidates

WHAT ? The University of Calabria, in Southern Italy, is looking for an
experienced researcher to develope collaborative funding proposal for
submission to the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship open call.
The applicants can submit their proposals under one of the 8 main evaluation
panels, spanning many of the main fields of sciences, social sciences and
humanities.
Having a European host institution is mandatory for researchers planning to
apply for a MSCA IF Fellowship.
MSCA IF calls will close on 10 Septermber 2015.
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WHO ? Potential candidates with a doctoral degree or at least four years of fulltime equivalent research experience.
Interested candidates may submit an expression of interest (CV and a brief
description
of
your
research
area)
to
the
following
address: relazioni.internazionali@unical.it

4.2.4

NETHERLANDS - Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts
and Sciences (KNAW): Evert Willem Beth Foundation:
funding for research and symposiums

The Evert Willem Beth Foundation funds some research and symposiums in the
following disciplines: modern logic, philosophy of science, history of logic,
history of the philosophy of science and scientific philosophy in general.
Students as well as researchers can apply.

4.2.5

NORWAY - The Research Council of Norway: Personal
Visiting Researcher Grant

Funding may be sought for research stays in Norway for international
researchers with qualifications at the professor level. Guest researcher grants
provide a means of strengthening Norwegian research groups in the field
through international collaboration. The Research Council allocates funding for
Personal Visiting Researcher Grants in the form of a framework grant. The
grant covers documented costs of settling in and other associated extra costs
incurred in connection with a research visit in Norway at fixed rates.
Deadline: ongoing.

4.2.6

SWITZERLAND - Swiss National Science Foundation:
International Short Visits

The scheme International Short Visits is aimed at researchers in Switzerland
who wish to go abroad for a short period or researchers abroad who wish to
collaborate with researchers in Switzerland. During the visit, they pursue a small
joint research project.
Short visits may last from one week to three months. There are no geographical
and topical restrictions. The grants include travel, room and board expenses.
Deadline: Continuous application.

4.2.7

UK - Scholarships at the University of Brighton

The University of Brighton offers 40 full-time scholarships for international
undergraduate, graduate and post graduate students. The scholarships provide
4,000 pounds for the tuition for each year of the course. Scholarships are
awarded based on academic merit of students and also their good work in other
activities. Knowledge of English will also be taken into account.
Applications
should
be
sent
by
email
to
internationalscholarships@brighton.ac.uk with the student number in the subject
line, and the scholarship application will se sent in reply.
Deadline: 31 July 2015.
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4.2.8

UK – Grants awarded by Ian Ramsey Centre for
research projects

The Ian Ramsey Centre for Science and Religion (CIR) at the University of
Oxford will award up to ten grants for research projects that will revolve around
the theme "Perspectives on Life, People and the Cosmos"
The CIR at the Oxford University will offer four scholarships to individuals or
research groups based on recognized Latin American institutions of higher
education to conduct interdisciplinary research in one or more specific
questions about issues like life, people and the cosmos.
Deadline: 30 September 2015.

4.2.9

UK - 3 year fellowship for joint Pembroke-TORCH
Career Development Fellowship in ‘Women in the
Humanities’

The Pembroke College and The Oxford Research Centre in the Humanities
invite applications for a joint Pembroke-TORCH Career Development
Fellowship in ‘Women in the Humanities’. This is a fixed-term appointment for
three years. In addition to supporting outstanding early-career researchers who
are working in any aspect of Women in the Humanities, the fellowship aims to
build an academic community of shared interests in the College. Accordingly,
while the field of specialisation is open, preference may be given for proposals
that complement the interests of Fellows in the College (see further particulars
for more details).
The successful candidate will have a doctorate, but be at an early stage of their
career. They will be expected to carry out research at the highest level. There
will be opportunities to undertake a limited amount of tutorial teaching, and to
assist with administrative duties associated with teaching and research.
Deadline: 3 July 2015.

4.2.10 PRIVATE –
Universities

Scholarships

offered

by

Santander

Santander Universities offers 100 scholarships under the Program Formula
Santander. The purpose of the mobility grants is to promote academic
exchanges between Brazil, Spain, United Kingdom and Mexico. The
scholarships are for students with good academic performance, low economic
resources and who master other languages.
Deadline: 7 September 2015.
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EURAXESS
Services Centres
To better plan and organise
their stay in a foreign
European
country,
researchers and their families
can also benefit from the free
and personalised assistance
offered by the EURAXESS
Services Centres, a network
of more than 200 centres
located
in
40
different
European countries.

4.3 Brazil
4.3.1

Joint Brazil-France call seeks to promote R&D
projects

This joint call is aimed at Brazilian and French companies to submit joint R&D
projects in the areas of information and communication technology (ICT),
biotechnology, health, energy, cosmetics and oil and gas. The amounts
available and proposal submission dates were not yrt disclosed.
The goal of the program is to encourage the creation of new technologies from
joint R&D projects. The proposed cooperation should involve at least one
company in each country, which will develop a new product, process or
industrial application service directed to the domestic and / or global markets.

4.3.2

FAPESP and Innovation Fund Denmark announce call
for proposals

The São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP) and the Innovation Fund
Denmark (former Danish Council for Strategic Research) announce a new call
for proposals for joint research collaboration in Food Science under the
scientific cooperation agreement between the institutions. The call is open to
researchers from universities, research institutions and private companies in the
State of São Paulo and in Denmark who conduct research within the Food
Science area.
Brazilian and Danish researchers must prepare the proposals jointly. In the
State of São Paulo, eligible applicants are researchers who comply with the
Thematic or the Regular Research Awards eligibility criteria. In Denmark, the
call is open for any Danish proposers who comply with Innovation Fund criteria
for eligibility. For both regions, it is of major importance to provide solutions
within the field of food science in order to accommodate to the challenges
related to “Bio-refinery" and/or “Food and Health”.
FAPESP and Innovation Fund Denmark expect to jointly fund a maximum of
four projects with a total amount of around US$ 4 million for all projects.
Requested funding may cover research and travel expenses according to each
funding agency’s guidelines. The duration of the proposed research projects
may be up to 48 months. Proposals must be submitted simultaneously to
FAPESP (in paper form) and to Innovation Fund (electronic application).
Deadlne: 17 July 2015.

4.3.3

BRAZIL - FAPESB publishes Call to attract Foreign
Visiting Researchers

The Foundation will support the development of scientific and technological
research in the state, with the participation of foreign researchers with great
academic, scientific, technological or cultural experience, linked to higher
education institutions or research from other countries.
Applicants must be PhD researchers registered as permanent teachers in a
Postgraduate Program Stricto Sensu linked to a Bahian institution. Proposals
will be required to predict the coming of a Foreign Visiting Researcher to Bahia
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to perform the research project development submitted to the Call. It should
also be included the Work Plan of Visiting Researcher, who may remain in the
institution for a maximum of 30 days.
Deadline: 31 July 2015.

4.3.4

FUNCAP receives new
Researcher scholarships

requests

for

Visiting

FUNCAP announced the timetable for the submission of new Visiting
Researcher scholarship requests. Requests may be made in two periods, at the
Montenegro Platform.
The Visiting Researcher scholarship aims to facilitate the stay in state research
institutions of researchers with proven experience and outstanding competence
in the development of scientific and technological research and innovation
activities. FUNCAP promotes therefore scientific and technological exchanges
with researchers working in institutions outside of Ceará.
Applications may be submitted to FUNCAP by higher education institutions or
research and development agencies, entities or public or private enterprises,
Deadlines: 15 July (for scholarships with effect from 1 September); 15
December (for scholarships with effect from 1 April).

4.4 Calls still open
(Click on the blue links or see previous newsletters for more details)

4.4.1

European Union

Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships (IF): call open both for mobility
of researchers within (European Fellowships) and beyond Europe (Global
Fellowships) for experienced researchers of any nationality. Deadline: 10
September 2015
Consult the. Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions (MSCA) blog with FAQ for more
details.
European Respiratory Society post-doctoral Marie Curie Fellowship for
experienced researchers of any nationality from any discipline of respiratory
science. Deadline: 31 July 2015.
Human Frontier Science Programme (HFSP) Postdoctoral fellowships for early
career scientists to broaden their research skills by moving into new areas of
study while working in a new country. Deadline: 27 August 2015
Scholarships for 121 different Erasmus+ Joint Master Degrees. Diferent starting
in September 2015. Between approximately 13 and 20 student scholarship
holders and 4 invited scholars/guest lecturers can take part in each
programme annually. Deadlines: various (depending on each consortium’s
rules for application).
2015 Erasmus+ call for proposals open to any public or private body active in
the fields of education, training, youth and sport may apply for funding within the
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rd

Fields covered by this 3
call under BE Mundus:
Engineering & Technology

Erasmus+ Programme. See also the Erasmus+ Programme Guide for the 2015
General Call for Proposals. Deadlines: multiple, until 1 October 2015.
BE Mundus open call for sandwich PhD Scholarships for Brazilian PhDs
students to undertake a mobility period (6-10 months) in 8 prestigious
European universities, with the financial support of the European
Commission’s Erasmus Mundus programme. Deadline: 15 October 2015.
EU - European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO): EMBO Short-Term
Fellowships in Life Sciences, for visits of up to three months to
laboratories, with the home or host lab based in Europe. Deadline: rolling
basis (Short-Term); EMBO Long-Term Fellowships post-doctoral research
visits to laboratories throughout Europe and the world. Deadline: 15 August
2015
International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis IIASA Postdoctoral
Research programme open to postdoctoral researchers of all nationalities.
2015 review date: 1 November 2015.
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) offering: i) the Fellowship
Programme addressed to graduates from universities or higher technical
institutes in a wide range of applied sciences, computing and engineering with
limited or no work experience. Deadline: 7 September 2015; CERN incoming
Non-Member State Postdoc Fellowship Programme: for young scientists in
Theoretical Physics from Non-Member States. Deadline: 15 October 2015.

ISTFELLOW
is
partially
funded by the European
Union.

4.4.2

EU Member States and Associated Countries

AUSTRIA - Institute of Science and Technology programme for exceptional
postdoctoral researchers in the natural or computer sciences,
mathematics, ISTFELLOW. Two rounds of selection. Deadline: 15
September.
AUSTRIA - Incoming Lise Meitner Program. WHO: Highly qualified scientists of
any discipline with an invitation from an Austrian research institution. No
deadline.
AUSTRIA – Marietta Blau outgoing PhD Grant (6-12 months). The next
application deadline is 1 September 2015.

CLICK ON BLUE TITLES
FOR MORE INFORMATION

AUSTRIA – Franz Werfel Incoming Grant (4-9 months) for young university
teachers of German language and Austrian literature. Next deadline: 15
September 2015.
AUSTRIA – Richard Plaschka Incoming Fellowship for visiting university
lecturers (postgraduates, PhD holders, researchers) in the field of History and
related disciplines (4-9 months). Deadline: 15 September 2015.
AUSTRIA: Erwin Schrödinger Outgoing Fellowship including a return phase
open to young and especially highly qualified scientists of any discipline. No
application deadlines.
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The
BEWARE
FELLOWSHIPS
(BElgium
WAllonia
REsearch)
programs are co-financed by
the COFUND program of the
European Union (FP7 Marie Curie Actions).
BEWARE fellowships are
open to all nationalities,
including
Belgian,
the
condition is to have spent less
than 12 months over the last
three years in Belgium.

BELGIUM – Incoming BEWARE FELLOWSHIPS Industry to carry out postdoctoral research in a Wallonia-based SMEs or accredited research centre
and BEWARE FELLOWSHIPS Academia for 18-36 months research stays in
a French-speaking university, in partnership with a Walloon company.
Deadlines: 30 September and 30 November 2015.
BELGIUM – FWO Travel Grants for Long Stays Abroad (5 weeks to 12 months)
for researchers affiliated with a university in the Flemish Community (or to a
university college of the corresponding association) or belong to the scientific
staff (of the Dutch-speaking community) of a federal or Flemish scientific
institute. Submission deadline: no later than 3 months before departure.
ESTONIA - Archimedes Foundation supports short- term study and research
activities of PhD students visiting Estonian universities. Deadlines vary for
each host institution (Estonian universities and Higher Educations institutions).
ESTONIA - Scholarships for incoming PhD students in all areas enroled in a
doctoral programme at a recognized educational institution in another country.
ESTONIA – incoming – outgoing Kristjan Jaak Scholarships for master’s and
doctoral students and teaching staff. Deadlines: 15 September and 1
December (outgoing short-term visit of students, staff and researchers)

Estonian language proficiency
is required to apply for a
scholarship.

FINLAND - CIMO Fellowships. WHO? Young doctoral level students and
researchers from all countries and from all academic fields. No deadline.
CIFRE Doctoral grants to carry out research in collaboration with industry in
France. More: http://www.anrt.asso.fr; section CIFRE BRÉSIL.
FRANCE: Doctoral Programme Calmette and Yersin within the Institut Pasteur
International Network (RIIP), except metropolitan France. Deadline: 15
September 2015.
FRANCE – Pasteur incoming study grants scientific staff from RIIP. No
deadline.

Road Safety on Five
Continents (RS5C) call
for abstracts
RS5C is an international
conference in the road safety
area aiming to increase road
safety globally. The 17th
RS5C conference will be held
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, May
17-19th 2016. The Organising
Committee invites authors to
submit abstracts related to
the
conference
topics.
Deadline: 16 August 2015.

FRANCE – 15 Postdoctoral Fellowships on Biology and Information
Technologies open to all nationalities at the French Atomic and Alternative
Energies Commission (CEA). No specific deadline: The positions are open until
they filled by appropriate candidates.
FRANCE - Post-doctoral research visits at the French Institute for Research in
Computer Science and Automation (INRIA) for individuals of all nationalities
holding PhDs. Deadline: rolling basis.
GERMANY - DAAD Reintegration of German scientists with the goal of
reintegrating into the German scientific community after having spent at least 1
year abroad.
GERMANY – Incoming Emmy Noether Programme. WHO? Outstanding
postdocs/junior researchers with 2 to 4 years postdoctoral experience. No
deadlines.
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GERMANY - DLR-DAAD Research Incoming Fellowships in the fields of Space,
Aeronautics, Energy and Transportation Research open to foreign doctoral
and postdoctoral students as well as senior scientists. Deadlines depend on
the current offers.

*Scientists from Brazil may
be nominated for the Georg
Forster Research Award. In
the Fellowship Programme,
researchers from Brazil can
only apply for a CapesHumboldt
Research
Fellowship for the time being.
Requirements
fellowships:






Chancellor

national of US, Russia,
China, Brazil or India
Bachelor’s or equivalent
academic degree
completed less than
twelve years before the
beginning of the
fellowship
initial proven leadership
experience;
German or English
language skills

GERMANY - Humboldt INCOMING Fellowships for researchers at different
stages in their careers: - Humboldt Incoming Research Fellowship for
Postdoctoral Researchers (6-24 months) for researchers from abroad who
have completed their doctorate in the last four years; - Humboldt INCOMING
Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers (6-18 months research
projects) for Assistant Professors or Junior Research Group Leaders from
abroad* who completed their doctorate less than twelve years ago; - Georg
Forster Research Fellowship (HERMES) for Postdoctoral Researchers (6−24
months research project) for postdoctoral or experienced researchers from
developing or transition countries* who have completed their doctorate in the
last 4 (post-doc)/12 years (experienced researchers). Deadline: any time
during the year:
GERMANY (AvH) - German Chancellor Fellowships for Prospective Leaders
from Brazil (among other) in politics, public administration and business as
well as society and culture. Deadline: 15 September 2015.
IRELAND – President of Ireland Young Researcher Award (PIYRA) for early
career researchers to carry out their research in Ireland. Applications, on a
rolling basis, must be submitted from an eligible Irish research body.
IRELAND – SFI incoming Research Professorship open to researchers in
academia or industry. Applications on a rolling basis.
IRELAND – Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) Industry fellowship Programme
2015 either to academic researchers to spend time in industry worldwide
and to individuals from industry anywhere in the world (including Ireland)
to spend time in an eligible Irish Research Body. Deadline: 3 December
2015.
ITALY - Fellowship Programme at NATO Defense College in Rome: five
fellowships offered each year in the field of defense and security policy
research related to NATO and its partners. This year, two fellowships are
available for candidates from PfP countries, two for candidates from MD
countries and one for a candidate from an OMC/PAG country. Each fellowship
will last for four months, during which the fellow will be located at the NATO
Defense College, in Rome, Italy. Deadline: 30 September 2015.
ITALY - Scuola Normale Superiore PhD courses offers fully funded PhD
programmes in a variety of fields including humanities, social sciences, natural
sciences and engineering. Students of any nationality who hold or expect to
obtain their master’s degree by October 2015 may apply for the PhD courses.
Two calls for year. Next deadline: 31 August.
NETHERLANDS – Incoming Visitor’s travel grant for highly qualified senior
researchers from abroad who hold a PhD for stays of up to 4 months.
Continuous application.
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Application
by
Dutch
universities and institutes.

NETHERLANDS – NWO visitor’s travel grant for foreign senior researchers
to stay in the Netherlands for a maximum of 4 months. Deadline:
continuous application.
NETHERLANDS - The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences
(KNAW): Visiting Professors Programme (VPP), enabling outstanding foreign
researchers to spend time working in the Netherlands. The programme acts as
an incentive for Dutch science and scholarship. KNAW members, researchers
at KNAW institutes, members of KNAW’s De Jonge Akademie (Young
Academy) and KNAW Academy Professors can submit nominations for a
Visiting Professorship. Deadline: 2 November 2015.
POLAND - Thesaurus Poloniae: fellowship programme addressed to overseas
individual researchers who carry out research on culture, history and the
multicultural heritage of Poland and Central Europe, addressed to university
professors and senior lecturers/PhD holders, and Junior Programme
addressed to PhD candidates. Two calls per year. Next deadline: 15 July
2015
POLAND (Foundation for Polish Science) - IDEAS FOR POLAND for Winners
of the “ERC Starting Grants” competition who intend to pursue scientific
research in Poland. Rolling basis.
PORTUGAL - Grants for Sabbatical Leave (outgoing) for PhD holder to
carrying out research at foreign universities. All research fields and
nationalities are eligible. The call is permanently open.

VINNOVA recommends the
applicants to the calls above
to first apply for a planning
grant.
Planning
grant
proposals are submitted to
two separate calls depending
on what type of project which
is planned:

SWEDEN – Initiation Grants for short term international cooperation.
Applications may be submitted continuously throughout the year. The next
assessment dates are 8 September and 1 December 2015.
SWEDEN – VINNMER Marie Curie Incoming and Industry Outgoing
Fellowships open to researchers of all nationalities who have at least four years
of research experience. Deadlines: 16 September 2015.
SWITZERLAND – Outgoing fellowships for Swiss nationals and permanent
residents: - Doc.mobility: Deadlines: 1 September; - Early Post-doc.Mobility.
Deadlines: 1 September; - Advanced Postdoc.Mobility. Deadline: 1 August
2015

-

VINNMER
Marie
Curie Incoming –
Planning Grant

-

VINNMER
Marie
Curie
Industry
Outgoing – Planning
Grant

SWITZERLAND - Swiss National Science Foundation International Exploratory
Workshops in all fields of research. Call open to at researchers in
Switzerland to support the visit of their international colleagues. Deadline: 7
October 2015.

TÜBİTAK: in the fields of
Natural
Sciences,
Engineering
and
Technological
Sciences,
Medical Sciences, Agricultural
Sciences, Social Sciences
and Humanities.

TURKEY – TÜBITAK Incoming Research Fellowship Program for International
Researchers (PhD students or young post-doctoral researchers). Next
deadline: 19 October 2015 & Fellowships for Visiting Scientists and Scientists
on Sabbatical Leave to give seminars/conferences/lectures, or engage in
R&D activities for 1 month to 12 month visits. Next deadline: rolling basis.
UK - Imperial College PhD scholarship programme 2015-2016 for up to 50
potential PhD students. The earliest start date for funded places is 1 August
2015.
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UK (Newton Fund) – Brazil (CONFAP & FAPESP) Researcher Links Workshop
call to fund 3 to 5 days bilateral workshops, which will bring together early
career researchers from the UK and Brazil. Deadline: 13 July 2015

Newton Fund Researcher
Links call is open to senior
researchers in the UK and
Alagoas,
Amazonas,
Bahia, Distrito Federal,
Espírito Santo, Goiás,
Minas Gerais, Paraná,
Pernambuco, Paraíba, Rio
Grande do Norte, Rio
Grande do Sul, Rio de
Janeiro, Santa Catarina,
São Paulo and Sergipe.

UK - Royal Society Research Professorship aimed at world-class scientists
who would benefit from a period of long-term support to have support to focus
on research and collaboration based at an institution in the UK in any field
across the natural sciences. Deadline: 3 November 2015.
Wellcome Trust Senior Fellowships in Public Health and Tropical Medicine
open to national or legal residents of a low and middle-income country,
including Brazil. Next deadlines: 17 July, 14 November 2015 & Investigator
Award of up to £3 million (7 years) for world-class researchers and clinicians
based in the UK, Republic of Ireland or a low or middle-income country. Next
deadlines: 17 July, 6 November 2015.
PRIVATE – fellowships provided by the Bayer Science & Education Foundation
geared toward students and trainees in scientific, technical and medical
disciplines, open to foreign applicants who want to go to Germany. Deadline: 10
July 2015.

4.4.3

Brazil

Science without Borders (SwB) outgoing opportunities open to Brazilians
or foreigners with permanent residence in Brazil, including:
-

Sandwich PhD, 3 to 12 months abroad
Full PhD abroad, Up to 48 months.
SWB / CIFRE Doctoral grants (rolling basis)
Post-doc abroad, 6 to 12 months, extendable up to 24 months,
including a specific post-doc fellowship at AstraZaneca in UK (no
deadline)

Deadlines: 21 August 2015 (3rd round).
CAPES – International cooperation programme funds joint research projects,
including sandwich PhD and post-doc mobility. Deadline: 31 July 2015.
BRAZIL - visiting professor program 2015 at the Institute of Advanced Studies
of the University of São Paulo (IEA/USP).
BRAZIL (CONFAP & FAPESP) – UK (BBSRC-Newton Fund & NERC) - Call for
Virtual Joint Centres with Brazil, China and India in Agricultural Nitrogen:
Applications are invited to enable bilateral research activities in the form of
Virtual Joint Centres with one in Brazil, China or India for up to three years in
duration. Deadline: 22 July 2015
BRAZIL (CAPES) – GERMANY (Humboldt): Grants for post doctoral and
experienced researchers in all areas of knowledge to carry out research in
Germany. Deadline: 30 July 2015; 31 December 2015.
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5 Jobs
5.1 EURAXESS Jobs
There are currently around 7543 research jobs and fellowship programmes
(all over Europe, but also in other countries such as in Brazil and in all
disciplines) announced on the EURAXESS Jobs database. Opportunities can
be viewed by country, level of seniority, field or research or via free text
searches. Please note that these jobs also include doctoral fellowships.
Use the EURAXESS Job
portal to find the best
candidates or find the best
position in research, in 40
European countries, but also
in the rest of the world:
- Research
organization,
university, lab, companies
can publish their offers
(fellowships and jobs) on the
EURAXESS Jobs portal for
FREE and increase your
visibility!
- Researchers can post
their CVs for FREE. Do not
hesitate to do it and increase
your potential.
Should you need further
assistance, the EURAXESS
Links Brazil team will be
happy to help you.

Example of offers in Brazil (also published on EURAXESS Links Brazil
website):
Postdoctoral positions at the IIP-UFRN in Brazil in the fields of Strongly
Correlated Electron Systems in Condensed Matter Physics and the Theory of
Quantum Information in Statistical Field Theory. Deadline: 8 August 2015
Examples of positions funded by the European Marie-Sklodowska Actions:

5.2 EU Member States and Associated Countries
5.2.1

GERMANY - Helmholtz Association

The Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher Forschungszentren currently offers
over 36 open positions for international PhD students, postdocs and reearchers
in various research fields.
Check the open vacancies here.

5.2.2

Research jobs at Cambridge University

Click on the blue title to see the current research jobs at the University of
Cambridge.

5.3 More research career sites
5.3.1
-

Other EU Research Career Sites:
Find A Postdoc
Find scholarships in Europe
Find PhDs in Europe
Career.edu
Academic Jobs EU
Euro Science Jobs
European Job Mobility Portal
EuroBrussels
European Southern Observatory (ESO) recruitment portal
CERN job portal
Joint Research Centre external staff recruitment portal
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Join us on LinkedIn:

5.3.2
-

Jobs Portals in Member States and Associated
Countries
Austrian Database for Scholarships and Research Grants
Belgian Federal Portal for Research and Innovation
Cyprus’ Research Promotion Foundation Database Danish Ministry of
Higher Education and Science Funding Guide
Estonian Research Portal
France PhD portal (FR)
CNRS external examination portal (FR)
DAAD’s Research in Germany Portal (DE)
DAAD Research Fellowships and Grants Portal (DE)
Max Planck Society’s job portal (DE)
Helmoltz Association’s job portal (DE)
Irish Research Council Funding Portal (IE)
Italian National Research Council vacancies (IT)
BBSRC vacancies (UK)
Science and Technology Facilities Council vacancies (UK)

6 Events
6.1 Upcoming events
Find out more about research events taking place across Europe on
CORDIS DATABASE ON RESEARCH EVENTS.
Event (click for more details)

Location

Date

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

5-6 July 2015

BrainNight@swuissnex

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

6 July 2015

Workshop How to communiicate science

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

6 July 2015

9th IBRO World Congress on Neuroscience

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

7-15 July 2015

67th annual meeting of the Brazilian Society for the
Progress of Science (SBPC)

São Carlos, SP

12-18 July 2015

60th ISI World Statistics Congress (WSC)

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

26-31 July 2015

6th EMBO meeting

Birmingham (UK)

5-8 September 2015

61th Brazilian congress on Genetics

Águas de Lindóia, SP

8-11 September 2015

Final: My research on climate in 180 seconds

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

23 September 2015

Brazil-Germany Dialogue on Science, Research and
Innovation

São Paulo, SP

29-30 September 2015

7th German-Brazilian Symposium on Sustainable
Development

Heidelberg, Germany

4-10 October 2015

Third South and Central American Workshop on

Salvador, BA

16-23 October 2015

First International
Education

Symposium

on

Science

for
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Genomics and Community Genetics
25th Anprotec Conference

Cuiabá, MT

19-23 October 2015

EURAXESS Science Slam Brazil Finals

Rio de Janeiro, RJ

Date TBC between 19-25
October 2015

National Science and Technology Week

Brazil

19-25 October 2015

11th International Congress of Plant Molecular Biology

Foz do Iguaçu, PR

25-30 October 2015

2nd EU-Brazil technology and innovation forum

Marseille, France

26-30 October 2015

Internet Governance Forum 2015

João Pessoa, PB

10-13 November 2015

ESOF 2016

Manchester, UK

22-27 July 2016

⃰Not listed are presentations on EURAXESS Links and European mobility
schemes at research institutions held by the country representatives upon
invitation across Brazil. If you would like our team to visit your research
organisation please email us at: brazil@euraxess.net.

About EURAXESS Links Brazil
EURAXESS Links Brazil is a networking tool for European researchers
active/seeking activity in Brazil and for Brazilian researchers wishing to collaborate
with and/or pursue a career in Europe.
EURAXESS Links Brazil provides information about research in Europe, European
research policy, opportunities for research funding, for EU-Brazil and international
collaboration and for trans-national mobility.
Membership is free.

Visit us at brazil.euraxess.org and click on the Join the EURAXESS Links Brazil
community hyperlink on the right-hand side of the page.
EURAXESS Links networks have thus far been launched in North America
(USA & Canada) Japan, China, India, the ASEAN hub (encompassing
Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Vietnam) and Brazil.
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